TO: PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS

The following adds to, supplements, amends or clarifies by way of explanation, portions of the Contract Documents, Specifications, and Drawings for the above named project.

NOTE: It will be the responsibility of the Bidder to acknowledge receipt of Addenda on the Bid Form as part of his/her submitted proposal. Failure to do so will be grounds for the City to reject the proposal.

The Contract Documents, including the Specifications and Drawings are hereby modified by the following items:

SPECIFICATIONS: NONE

DRAWINGS: NONE

QUESTIONS: Additional Emailed Questions and Answers

City of Northglenn

Attachments: Additional Questions

ALL ITEMS IN CONFLICT WITH THIS ADDENDUM ARE HEREBY DELETED.

END OF ADDENDUM NO 3
Additional Questions

1. During the project, how many rounds of edits of the final report is the City anticipating incorporating? The city has not determined a specific number of rounds, but at a minimum the consultant will likely present the draft report to the HPC and the final report to the HPC and City Council.

2. Are there federal limits on hourly rates per personnel that the City is following or should bidders provide their standard company rates? Standard company rates are fine.

3. In order to reduce risk of COVID spread prompted by in-person proposal drop-off, will the city accommodate electronic submissions? Yes electronic submission is preferred and encouraged, the email address is included in the previous addendum.

4. For the proposal format: “REFERENCE PROJECT”, can you please confirm whether the City is only seeking one single project description in this section or multiple project descriptions? The respondent may include more than one project as a reference, but the entire proposal cannot exceed the page limit.